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HOSHINOYA Bali begins offering Global Dynamic Package to global travelers
by using Time Design’s Solution
HOSHINOYA Bali offer travel packages, combining hotel reservations with airline tickets,
to global travelers powered by the technology of Time Design

JAPAN – March 7th, 2018 – Hoshino Resorts (head office: Nagano, CEO: Yoshiharu Hoshino) and Time
Design Co., Ltd. (head office: Tokyo, Representative Director and CEO: Yuzo Takamatsu) announced the
start of its Global Dynamic Package(*1); for global travelers at official websites of HOSHINOYA Bali, a
luxury brand hotel located at Bali, Indonesia.
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HOSHINOYA Bali website

：https://hoshinoya.com/bali/en/

HOSHINOYA Bali Dynamic Package website

：https://goo.gl/jiEcLx

※English/USD
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Time Design’s Global Dynamic Package Solution is a booking engine which combines availability and
prices of both accommodations and transportation (such as international airline tickets) and will now allow
global travelers coming to Bali, Indonesia to book both rooms and flights on HOSHONOYA Bali’s official
website.

Time Design had capability of providing Japan domestic flights, Japan to Global flights, and Global to
Japan airline flights at their Dynamic Package Solution. Now Time Design have started to provide Global
origin to Global destination flights.

Guests who visit HOSHINOYA Bali’s official website are able to choose flights from a wide variety of
airline carriers (including Low Cost Carriers (LCCs)), by specifying the airline name, alliance, prices,
departure and arrival times, flights routes, as well as other options and bundle with accommodation. The
payment currency(*2) can be chosen by the guests.

“HOSHINOYA Bali” is a luxury resort in Ubud, Indonesia, opened on January 20th, 2017
by Hoshino Resorts, a company running resorts/Japanese inns (ryokans) inside and
outside of Japan. This is the first “HOSHINOYA” that has opened outside of Japan,
welcoming many guests both from within the country and abroad.
This time around, “HOSHINOYA Bali”, by using Global Dynamic Package Solution, has begun
a system that allows guests from all over the globe to book plane tickets and rooms
together as a set. The link for HOSHINOYA Bali’s Global Dynamic Package Solution is
within the resort’s official English website.
Time Design is going to provide Dynamic Package Solution to Global Hotels by using the connection
with CRS(*3) and Channel Manager.

(*1) Dynamic Package is a travel product which combines availability and prices of both accommodations and transportation (such as international airline
tickets).
(*2) Currency is able to choose from JPY/USD/TWD/HKD/SGD/AUD but able to wider the option from Hotel’s needs.
(*3) CRS is Central Reservation System used by hotels.
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■ About Time Design
Established in 2006, Time Design is a Dynamic Package Solution provider, allowing hotels, airlines and
online media sites to offer travel packages, combining airline and hotel reservations. The solutions can be
tailored to fit each client’s needs, covering everything from system development, operations, travel
related content and opportunities for collaboration between client companies.

Company Name

: Time Design Co., Ltd.

Representative

: Yuzo Takamatsu, Founder and CEO

Head Office

: Tokyo

Established

: May 2, 2006

Business Category

: Dynamic Package

Our Business

: Dynamic Package Solutions

Registration Number

: Japan Tourism Agency #1977

Capital Stock

: 305,888,985 JPY (Capital Reserve 285,888,985 JPY)

URL

: https://www.timedesign.co.jp/en

■About Hoshino Resorts
Hoshino Resorts, the leading hotel management company in Japan, was founded in 1904 in Nagano
Prefecture, Japan and it opened its first hot spring resort in 1914. The company is rebranded by the current
CEO, Yoshiharu Hoshino in 1995 as Hoshino Resorts and it has expanded across Japan with a focus on
local culture and tradition. Hoshino Resorts has developed three separate hospitality brands over the years
aimed at different audiences. Besides its flagship HOSHINOYA, it also operates the KAI and RISONARE.
Hoshino Resorts now operates 35 properties around Japan, 2 properties overeseas (Tahiti and Bali).
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: Hoshino Resorts, Inc.

Representative

: Yoshiharu Hoshino, CEO

Head Office

: Karuizawa, Nagano prefecture

Business Category

: Hotel management

URL

: https://www.hoshinoresorts.com/en/
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■ Contact
For inquiries to Time Design, please contact our PR team: corporate@timedesign.co.jp
For inquiries to Hoshino Resorts, please contact our PR team: global@hoshinoresort.com

